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Biomechanics of running: An overview on gait cycle
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Abstract: This review article summarized the literature regarding running gait. It describes characteristics of
running gait and running gait cycle, explains running anatomy in relation to lower and upper body mechanism;
contribution of muscles, and joint running gait cycle. The concept of running kinematics and kinetics has described
motion characteristics such as position, velocity, acceleration, and force applied during the running cycle. Running
gait analysis techniques has discussed such as motion analysis, force plate analysis, and electromyography.
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1. Introduction
Sports activities and exercises are known to
have a positive influence on individual’s physical
fitness, as well as reduce the incidence of obesity,
cardiovascular diseases, and many other chronic health
problems [1]. Running is one of the most popular
sporting activities worldwide, for both the athletic and
nonathletic people. The term “running” means a highintensity and inexpensive training in which a human’s
anatomical structure can be used. Over the past few
decades, the attentiveness of people towards physical
fitness has grown rapidly, but due to the time
constraints, people have failed to take advantage of
their athletic capabilities. Running discipline can be
performed over a variety of distance and speeds,
ranging from jogging to sprint and the most common
of which are recreational running [2-5]. Recently it has
become the most often used exercise to improve
health. Even at relatively low doses (5 to 10 minutes
per day), prolonged duration of running reduces the
risk of death and makes it one of the healthiest
activities [6]. Understanding biomechanics in the
context of running can help to improve and analyze the
technique of running and prevent injuries.
Running is a complex, coordinated process that
depends on whole-body interaction, dividing the
running cycle up into different phases can help us to
understand the slight changes in the body segments
during running [7-9]. Like any sports running also
requires technique, and skill for improvement and
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rang of motion of hip and strength of leg extension
[10-15].
Stride length= 2 x Step length (m/st)

(Equation1)

L

R

L
Step Length

active development of sportspersons. Similarly, the
elementary understanding of principles and techniques
of running biomechanics can be helpful to boost the
performance of the runners and reduce susceptibility to
injury. Biomechanics is a branch of biophysics that
studies the human structure, motion, and movement
technique. In sports, biomechanics, the technique is
the dominant factor rather than the physical structure
or physiological capacities, the laws of mechanics are
applied to human movement in order to gain a greater
understanding of athletic performance [7]. To
examining the kinematics, biomechanics of running has
been investigating (e.g. position, displacement,
velocity, and acceleration) the joints and the body
segments during the gait cycle, it also assesses the
runner’s muscles strength, their body flexibility, and
balance; identify any deficiencies and highlight
abnormality within their performing technique in
repetitive sequence [10].

Stride Length
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This article aims to understand the
characteristics of running gait and gait cycle
irrespective of the lower and upper body involvement
and modern technology used to analyze the functional
ability of an athlete.

Stride Width

Figure 1. Stride length in a gait cycle

2. Methodology
The recent and old both type of literature was
used to understand the different sections of the
article. Google Scholar, Scopus, research gate,
PubMed, and online blogs and articles were used as
the online sources, and books, sports journals,
bulletins, and magazines were the offline sources. The
following keyword has been used while searching the
online literature like running, running biomechanics,
gait cycle, type of gait, running kinetics and
kinematics, and motion analysis. A total 64 articles
were taken as a reference and used for the study.

3. Characteristics of running gait
Running velocity, stride and step length, stride
and step frequency, running economy are some
characters that influence an athlete running
performance. Stride and step length are the parts of
running velocity and running velocity is product of
stride length and frequency. Stride length comprise
two step lengths (Equation1), means it is distance
between consecutive initial touchdown of the same
foot (Figure1) and step length is distance between the
heel contacts of one foot to another foot (Figure 1).
Stride and step length depends on length of the leg,

Stride length (SL) and stride frequency (SF)
both are completely dependent on the leg length and
range of movement at the hip joint and ratio (SL/SF)
that varies with speed (Vx) (Equation 2). Height of the
athletes and leg length having direct but inverse
relationship with stride frequency. At a given speed
runners can voluntarily modify Stride frequency with
running style [16].
Vx=SL/SF

(Equation 2)

[17]

Stride and step frequency is the rate of
completing the stride and step. SF is simply a
conversion of step time (tstep); step time (tstep) is
addition of stance time (tstance) and flight time (tflight)
which can be calculated as SF = 60/(tstance + tflight)
(Equation 3) where, SF=60/tstep and tstep=tstance+tflight
[17]. It’s also depends on speed of muscle contraction
and the skill of running. With increase the running
speed stride length and frequency has also increased.
With increase in running velocity swing phase increases
and contact phase decreases and the point of initial
contact has also changed [12-15]. Running economy
can be good predictor of running velocity which
measures energy utilization during running by
assessing oxygen use at a given velocity [18, 19].
Through a process of self optimization experienced
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runners mostly adopted particular running style to
utilize low energy [20, 21]. Human physiology,
anthropometry, biomechanics, technique of training,
age, gender, environmental conditions are some
important factors contribute to determine running
economy [19,22,23]. Therefore total running gait cycle
have relation with all these running characteristics and
change in these characteristics make changes in the
running gait cycle.

4. The Running Gait cycle
Running is similar to walking in terms of
locomotors activity. Every individual has different
manner of movement on foot. Running is a type of gait
in which, at the same time, at some point all feet are
off the ground. Shultz (2015) describes gait as:
“someone’s manner of ambulation or locomotion,
involves the total body” [24]. During the gait cycle,
motion of the foot can be affected by the movement of
the bones and joints in the lower extremity. In regard
to the lower extremity, running gait can be divided into
two phases – stance or support phase and swing or
recovery phase, where one foot is on the ground
(stance) and both feet are off the ground (swing)
(Figure 2).
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The running gait cycle begins when one foot
comes in contact with the ground (beginning of the
stance phase) and ends when the same foot contacts
the ground again [10,12]. The stance phase starts at
initial touch and ends at toe off; toe off marks the
beginning of the swing phase of the cycle [8,25].
Table 1 describes that stance phase, divided
into two half: first half from initial touchdown to midstance, concerned with absorption (pronation) and
second half from mid-stance to take-off, concerned
with propulsion (supination); similarly, swing phase
first half (initial swing) from take-off to mid swing and
second half (terminal swing) from mid-swing to initial
touch; therefore in running one cycle start from initial
touch and end in initial touch, which is the first step of
the next cycle [10,12].
Stance phase cover 60% of the total cycle
(Figure 2), which consists of two periods of doublelimb support (each 12%) and one period of single-limb
support (35%); and a swing phase covers 40% of total
running gait cycle (Figure 2) [12,26]. Toe-off is the
midpoint of the one cycle and complete 50% of the
cycle. During running, most of the forward force can
be generated by the arm and leg swinging [27].

Figure 2. The gait cycle: Represents the different phases of the cycle
Table 1. Phases of gait cycle
Stance Phase (Support)
First Half
Initial touchdown - mid
stance (Pronation)

Second Half
Mid stance
(Supination)

-

toe

off

Swing Phase (Recovery)
First Half
Toe off – mid swing (initial
swing)

Second Half
Mid
swing
touchdown
swing)

–
initial
(terminal
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Therefore, the continuous nature of running
gait from toe-off to toe-off, no certain point is assumed
to be the beginning [18,28,29,30].

5. Running anatomy: lower and upper
body mechanism
Running biomechanics can be analyzed by
upper and lower limb anatomy. In the running, upper
body (head, arms and upper trunk) and lower body
(lower trunk and legs) move in contrary directions in
the longitudinal axis with contrary angular movement
[17,32]. Almost all the muscle in the lower extremity is
used in running. During running, the athlete’s legs
move forward quadriceps muscle (front thigh) bends
the hip and straighten the knee. During forward
movement hamstring (back thigh), soleus (inner calf)
and gastrocnemius (outer calf) muscles, straighten the
hip, bend the knee and extend-flex each foot during
the gait cycle. Gluteal muscle (buttock) helps to extend
the hip and stabilize the trunk. Hip extenders and
hamstring muscles work together by extending hip
during the first half of the stance and second half of
swing [29,33]. In the whole gait cycle, foot and ankle
joints move in all the planes with a predominant plane
of motion known as “pronation” & “supination”, which
cause obligate motion in the entire lower limb.
Initial contact during running eventuates with heel
touch which requires neutral ankle dorsiflex. Tibia
position enables this movement as maximum body
weight is transferred to the stance leg. During the
stance phase in running ankle dorsiflex is maximum,
because the plantarflexed position and minimum
duration of absorption period (pronation). Maximum
ankle dorsi- and plantarflexion is depending on the
speed of the athlete. In the first phase of the cycle
knee does not extend but as the speed increases in the
knee flexion increases approximately 45 0 and hip flexes
300. Hip movement from 100 of flexion to extension
during midstance but less extended while takeoff
phase and knee extension to an average of 25 0. In the
early swing, hip extends (100) and in mid-swing hip
flexes 300 [24, 29, 34]. Lower body muscles continue
to produce ground reaction force or greater range of
motion through muscle and joints, also coordinate with
the upper extremities, and promoting efficient
movement. In various phase of an athlete’s leg action,
hip are rotated back and forth in a horizontal plan. The
rotator action of the hips induces contrary reaction in
the athlete’s upper body [35]. Running changes, the
inclination of upper trunk ranging between 5° to 7.5°
[36], and arm movement counteracting the rapid
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change in the trunks’ angular moment which changes
the body more gradually. Balance among the lower
and upper body parts achieved by the opposite
working of legs and arms, for example, right arm
forward opposes the forward drive of the left leg. As
the speed of locomotion increases, the elbows are
flexed and the amplitude of the swing is enlarged to
increase the angular momentum of the arm. In the
first phase of running, during absorption (initial contact
to midstance) the upper body produces propulsive
force and during propulation (midstance to toe-off),
the upper body produces an absorptive force [8,3539]. In the second phase of running gait, if left knee
creates anticlockwise momentum to counter balance
this right arm and shoulder create a clockwise
momentum to reduce rotational forces.

6. Kinematics and kinetics of Running
In the term, running kinematics is the
description of motion characteristic such as position,
velocity & acceleration of the lower extremities during
a running cycle. It analyzes the gait pattern, change in
the center of mass (COM) of body during locomotion,
range of motion of various segments [40]. Kinematics
analysis of running associated with different phases of
the running like stride length and stride rate, change
with speed, joint & segment angle and movement of
the trunk & arms. Stride length and stride rate (stride
frequency) have relationship with speed and stride
time; with increasing the stride length & stride rate,
stride time will decrease but speed (velocity) increases
[41]. At the high speed range of motion, involvement
of joint angle help to increase the speed and balance
the body, example maximal thigh angles during hip
flexion, prior to foot strike increase speed. Similarly
increase in knee angle or knee flexion at foot strike
and swing phase has been shown to increased running
speed. The value in degrees of movement is depending
on the athlete’s level of training and speed [29].
Movement of trunk and arms while running balance the
body movement, help to reduce overall energy
expenditure and improve overall running system by
helping to lift the body off the ground with each stride.
Vertical oscillation of the center of mass (COM) has
been decrease with increase running speed [40,42]. It
can be shown when observing sagittal plan motion that
COM is lowered as motion changes from walking to
running to sprint. As running speed increases, pelvis
and trunk tilt forward, but pelvic movement minimizes
to conserve energy and maintain the efficiency in
running [29].
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Kinetics of the running is the study of applied
force. Center of pressure method used for the
assessment of force apply to the foot [15]. In the
contact phase of running cycle, greatest stress
application to the body known as ground reaction force
(GRF). The greater the speed of running, greater the
magnitude of vertical ground reaction force (VGRF).
Ground reaction force (GRF) is determined by
movement of the body and it is interesting to know to
what extent movement of the various segments
influence ground reaction can force (GRF) [40].
Hinrichs (1983) examined indirectly how the arms,
legs, and trunk affect vertical ground reaction force
(VGRF) during running by measuring the relative
inertial force of the segment [43]. Kinetic and potential
energy peak in mid-swing, center of mass (COM) fall
toward the ground and as foot contact to the ground
kinetic energy has lost. Energy for this movement is
supplied by the active contraction of the muscles and
the release of the elastic potential energy stored in the
ligament and tendon [29].

7. Running gait analysis and techniques
Functional ability of a person varies according
to sports and effective mobility of sportsmen is usually
counted by the level of performance. Gait analysis of
runners provides information about their running style
and important to examine the biomechanical mobility
of lower limb in dynamic movement [44]. Objective
methods of running gait used to assess the spatial
quantitative parameters such as step length, stride
length, step width, foot angle, ground force, joint
motion and joint rotation; all these parameters provide
essential information about running style and depend
on age, sex, anatomical characteristics, speed,
endurance power, ability or state of training [45].
During running, the foot change velocities in short
periods of time as it accelerates & decelerates through
the running cycle. Gait measurement systems helps to
measure
the
stride
characteristic
and
also
understanding the internal and external force acting on
body. Human gait analysis technological device can be
classified as wearable sensor (WS), non wearable
sensor (NWS) and hybrid system (combine both WS
and NWS). WS system can be used outside the
laboratory and record the data in open field situation.
Different type of sensor attached on the several body
parts like hand, legs, thigh or waist and these sensors
record the signals that characterize the human gait
[46]. In the contrast NWS are mostly used in the
laboratory with controlled research facilities where
subjects were instructed to follow the marked
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walkway. In the hybrid system WS and NWS both used
by the researcher, example EMG sensor record the
muscles activity and force platform used for measuring
the stride length, frequency, GRF etc.

7.1 Motion analysis technique
The main goal of the human movement
analysis is the acquisition of quantitative information
about the mechanics of the musculoskeletal system
while executing a motor task [47]. This technique
captures the kinematic information of the movement of
limbs by high- resolution cameras & video recording
device. Infrared transmitters (optical active marker)
and retro reflective markers (optical passive marker)
can be used along with the motion capture system
[48]. Motion analysis technique is two types’ marks
based motion capture and mark less motion capture.
Marker-based analysis is performed by retro-reflective
markers on the body of the subjects. These retroreflector markers reflect light back to the source
without scattering. Retro-reflective markers are used
an array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) mounted
around the lens of each camera [49]. Marker-less
human motion capture systems are proposed where
conventional cameras can be utilized without the
necessity of using special apparel or hardware [50]. In
comparison to marker-based technique, marker-less
motion capture system ensures an important reduction
of the amount of time for setup preparation because
no specialized operator is needed to place markers on
the skin [51]. These motion analysis techniques require
multiple camera viewpoints or 3-D sensors, but it can
also be operated using a single-camera input without
recourse to 3-D motion [52].

7.2 Floor sensors
Floor sensors are most commonly used in the
biomechanical analysis of running. It used to measure
steps, time elapsed in each position, heel and toe
impact and generate prototype image of foot. There
are two types of floor sensors: force platforms and
pressure
measurement
systems.
Pressure
measurement systems quantifying the applied forces
patterns under a foot vertically [53]. Muro-de-laHerran, etal (2014) described the pressure
measurement system and found when the heel
touches the floor and toe push off to take next step,
during this time pressure may reach up to 120%–
150% of the body weight of individual [46]. Whereas
Force plate generally used to measure the ground
reaction force under the foot while running. It is based
on the Newton’s third law of motion: “for action there
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is an equal and opposite reaction”. For gait analysis,
force platforms fixed in the ground and record ground
reaction force between the ground and the plantar
surface of the foot; strain-gauge or piezoelectric
transducers technique are the most widely used model
in force platform (or a force plate) [49]. It helps to
quantify balance, gait and ground reaction force (which
can be vertical, horizontal and rotator plane during
stance phase). In the context of analyzing the gait
cycle force plates are determining the heel-strike and
toe-off phases by recording the ground reaction forces
[49]. Vertical load, horizontal shear, joint torques &
center of pressure determination are the most useful
data from the force plate analysis.

7.3 Electromyography (EMG)
Electromyography is a wearable sensor and
notable technique used in biomechanics to record
electrical manifestation of the contracting muscle in the
dynamic activity. Oscilloscopes are used in order to
monitor the raw EMG signals. Biofeedback, force
generation by voluntary or involuntary muscle, muscle
tensions and fatigue within a muscle measured by noninvasively (surface electrodes) or invasively (wire or
needle electrodes) [46, 49, 54, 55]. Measured and
recorded analog signals amplified into the yield format.
Furthermore, these signals help in recording of muscles
contraction frequency and intensity, kinematic plots of
joint angular motion and changes in passive muscletendon properties [45,46]. It also concerned with
contraction of muscles during the simple movement
such as flexion, extension, abduction, adduction,
rotation, inversion, eversion and combination of these
movements [56]. EMG of lower extremities assessed by
phasic activity presented by different muscle groups
such as flexors & extensors of hip and knee and ankle
dorsiflexors & planter flexors. Subbu, Weiler, and
Whyte, (2015) correlate EMG activity with running
velocity and muscle fatigue, found change in the
muscles function always the consequence of
prolonged, dynamic activity [57].

7.4 Inertial Sensors
Inertial sensors or inertial measurement units
(IMUs) is electronic devices, used with the combination
of accelerometers and gyroscopes. It is based on
inertial/magnetic sensor modules in which micro
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) sensors are used,
which make it possible to track orientation in real time
[49]. Sant’Anna et al. (2013) developed a system with
inertial sensors to quantify gait symmetry and gait
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normality with subject’s velocity, acceleration,
orientation, and gravitational forces [58].
In the
inertial sensor, accelerometers basically used to
measure the acceleration of a body in proportion to the
net force acting on the body during running.
Accelerometers work on spring mass system theory,
where small mass used in order to calculate the
applied acceleration. Uni-axial, bi-axial, and triaxial
accelerometers records acceleration in single, double
and three orthogonal axes respectively [49, 59].
Gyroscopes are based on the property of inertia,
consisting of a vibrating element merged with a
sensing element and used as a reference to detect
changes in direction. It recorded data of angular
velocity (joint angle) without being affected by gravity
and linear acceleration [46,49]. To estimate the
orientation of the different segment of the body sensor
placed to the major segments. Example to track gait
movements, integrated sensors placed on each ankle
position along with a body sensor positioned near the
cervical vertebra to monitor body posture. stride index
has used with inertial measurement units (IMUs) to
assess complete time intervals from foot strike until the
complete landing of the whole foot on the ground
[60,61]. Shih et al. found high positive correlation
between IMU and motion system and record the
changes of the foot during intense running [62]. This
sensor also useful in diseases where gait disorders are
a symptom like Parkinson’s [63].

8. Conclusion
This
article
summarized
that
running
biomechanics has improved immensely form the past
few decades. Biomechanical study on running improve
knowledge about gait type, human posture (anatomy)
while running and underlying cause of movement to
identify the difference among individuals performing
speed.
Primary motives of the biomechanical
evaluation of running are to identify the factors
essential the performance and it may also indeed
enable a precise quantification of motor techniques
with a purpose to optimize, develop human
performance. Runner’s body parts contribute in the
movement, balance and stability of body during
running and also determine the running speed.
Running gait analysis technique helps to record the
kinetic and kinematics aspect which can provide the
data about speed, locomotion of the joint, magnitude
and direction of external force acting on the limbs
during different phase of running.
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Gait analysis technique measure the functional
ability of an athlete quantitative parameters such as
step and stride length, foot angle, ground force, joint
motion and rotation. These parameters have recorded
by the wearable and non-wearable sensors such as
motion
analysis
technique,
floor
sensors,
electromyography and inertial sensor.
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